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ASSEMBLY HALL THEATER
A flexible solution for large spaces such as an auditorium,
perfect for recording an event or streaming on the web.

Flexible solution with all major
components
Excellent speech intelligibility
on site and for participants on
the network

In order to capture lectures or concerts from an auditorium in the best possible way while
also amplifying them live, a combination of a Line 6 wireless system with handheld
microphone or headset plus a DBR10, DBR12 or DBR15 active loudspeaker system is ideal
(depending on the room size). An MG10XU mixer ensures optimal tuning of the sound

Effortlessly integrateable into
existing multimedia systems and
setups

sources and transmission to a streaming or conference platform. Additional instruments or
sound sources can easily be integrated. By using a camera and a tripod, live streams can
be created in which the speaker interacts naturally with the viewers on the network, if a
return channel for viewers is provided.
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FOR FLEXIBLE
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Make classrooms and teachers‘ rooms ready with
the best audio for hybrid teaching or live events
that can be attended from home or on-site.

YVC-1000

YVC-MIC1000EX

YVC-330

CS-700AV

CS-700EX

Microphone- and
Speakersystem

Extension Microphone
for YVC-1000

USB-Speakerphone
with Soundcap

All-in-One Videokonference
Soundsystem

Optional ExtensionMicrophone for CS-700AV

Stagepas 400i

DBR-Serie

MG10XU

Portable PA System
with mixer

Active speaker

10-channel mixer with
USB interface

XD-V35
Digital Wireless
Microphone System

XD-V55
Digital Wireless
Microphone System

XD-V75
Digital Wireless
Microphone System
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CL ASS ROOM

TEACHERS ROOM

A simple setup to make a conventional classroom fit for the
new hybrid education.
All students, whether present or at home, should be able to understand the teacher
in the best way possible. With the compact and flexible YVC-1000 - expandable

Excellent intelligibility

To enable stress-free communication in open areas as well as
hybrid group work, Yamaha uses SoundCap technology.

Easy setup
Platform independent

with up to four additional YVC-MIC1000EX microphones – guarantees clear

Quick conversations in everyday work are increasingly replaced by firmly arranged
meetings in teams or pairs. To create a comfortable conversation situation, without
headsets or headphones, the Yamaha YVC-330 Speakerphone is the ideal solution.

communication. Simply connect to a PC/laptop and a camera to experience the best

Simply connect the device to a laptop via USB and the special Yamaha Soundcap

sound for hybrid teaching.

Simple and portable
Perfect for staff rooms and
open areas
Cancellation of distracting
sounds

technology reduces external noise, so it can also be used in open areas such as the
teachers‘ lounge.
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MULTIPURPOSE ROOM

CONFERENCE ROOM

When teaching takes place in a large classroom and
the teacher moves around the room or additional sound
sources are to be integrated.

Excellent speech intelligibility in
rooms with up to 40 people

A larger classroom requires tools that are equally suited for both live and remote

Powerful voice amplification and
superb music reproduction

use. The YVC-1000 combined with up to five YVC-MIC1000EX microphones and a
Line 6 wireless microphone system provides excellent intelligibility amd flexibility.
The addition of a Stagepas 400BT portable PA system with its integrated mixing
console, ensures that the teacher can easily understand students who join in
remotely. It also makes it possible to easily connect additional audio sources. To
further enhance the distance learning experience, an extra webcam or smartboard /
display can be added.

YVC-330

Connections to accommodate
additional audio sources, such
as musical instruments

For traditional conference or small meeting rooms, when all
participants at the table and those connected via video should
be visible at the same time and optimal speech intelligibility is
important.
To enable the most comprehensive communication in sound and vision even in smaller
rooms, an integrated solution such as Yamaha‘s CS-700 Video Collaboration Soundbar,
which can be extended with an additional microphone if required, is the ideal solution.
The teacher can fully focus on the lesson or teachers conference and be sure that the
students or colleagues can follow the lesson. The combination of a camera, microphone
and soundbar enables high attention and can easily be used with a large screen and
computer or laptop.
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The beamforming microphone
array follows the speaker for best
speech intelligibility
For smaller rooms up to 6 persons. With extension microphone
up to 8 persons
Can be connected using only
one cable

